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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to present a comparative analysis on retail atmospherics - a case study of few selected
branded retailers in India. Here the researcher has applied descriptive research design by constructing the structured
questionnaire and subjected the questionnaire to 15 branded retail outlets at India, by visiting the outlets and
inter-viewing the store manager for data collection. The collected data has been analysed using simple tools such as
aver-ages, percentages and measurement scales and SPSS software were used to arrive at desired results. After the
analy-sis it is found that due to the increase in disposable income of consumers, higher living standards and
lifestyles, in-crease in double income families and dynamic change in likes and preferences of Indian consumers it
has created a huge demand in the market for organised branded outlets and people are showing positive
response towards their shopping experience but there is a huge scope of improvement in terms of retail
atmospherics in near future. Also the originality/value was In today’s world retail industry is booming to a greater
extent there is a tough competition among competitors in the market and due to change in customers lifestyles,
preferences, needs and wants retailers are finding it really challenging to attract customers hence they majorly
look for ambient improvement which will help customers better shopping experience and made a analysis about
how retail atmospherics may work or why it is important and how atmospherics can be implemented and what
are its impact. Limitation of the study is that the study is restricted to 15 retail outlet in India.

Keywords: India, Retail outlets, Retail Atmospherics.

1. Introduction
The ambient indications like colour, music, lighting, view of windows and storefront demonstrate the store. Retail
atmosphere play a key role to restockers to understanding and analysis of retail outlet should ideally be seen as
pleasurable and moderately exciting.
Malls with a pleasurable and moderately exciting atmosphere are likely to leads positively to the overall favourability of the store’s behaviour and effect buyers. Atmospheric planning can distinguish between success and failure of a
business. Retail shopping environment influences aspects of the retail business. Due to the entry of several new
players, the retail industry emerged as one of the fastest and most dynamic sector. Total consumption spending is
expected to reach almost US$ 3,000 billion by 2022 from US$ 1,820 billion in 2020. In accounts for more than 10%
of the country (GDP) and 8% its employment. India is the fifth largest retail destination in the world.
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1.1 Investment Scenario:
According to the Department of industrial policy and promotion (DIPD), India’s retail sector earned Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) equity inflows totally US$ 1.66 billion (Between March 2019 – April 2020). India’s production in
the retail sector doubled to 1,300 Rs (US$ 180.18 million in 2020). Wal-Mart contributions are U.S has invested Rs
2.75 billion in Wal-Mart India Pvt Ltd (US$ 37.68 million). With the increasing need for consumer goods in different industries, including consumer electronics and home – appliances in recent days several companies have invested in India’s store space.

1.2 Government Scenario:
The Government of India can change the rules governing by foreign direct investment (FDI) in food processing to
enable E- commerce firms and foreign retailers to sell consumer products made in India. Through the automatic
path, The Government of India has approved 100% Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in online retailing of goods and
services by certifying the current business of e- commerce companies operating in India. It is estimated that by 2021
conventional retail holds a large 75% share, organized retail share reaches 18% and e- commerce retail share reaches
7% of the overall retail market.

1.3 New trends:
1. Social media is becoming outlet for shopping: The retailers have already started selling their products using social media to markets products, but in the coming months, merchants are expected to add e- commerce features to sell their products via social websites.
2. Technology: To improve the shopping experience, retailers must embrace news technologies. Cloud - based
publishing, beacon adoption and in-store video monitoring and wearable devices are among the most widely adopted
technology development.
3. Mobile had become wallets: New trends suggest better customer experience by monitoring customers, rewarding redemption through smartphone apps with use of in-store technology and customer will sure accept mobile.

1.4 Market Size: The Indian retail market is expected to increase from an estimated US$ 672 billion in 2020 to
US$ 1,200 billion in 2022.
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Figure 1: Chart Showing Retail Industry Future Growth Over Few Years:

2. Statement Of The Problem
A comparative analysis of retail atmospherics of few selected branded retailers in India.
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3. Objective Of The Study
1.
2.
3.

Channelize the retail atmospherics through a comparative study.
To study and analyze retail atmospherics and customer expectations towards retail atmospherics.
Study of atmospheric effects on shopping behavior.

4. Literature Review
Patrick Bohl (2012) explores how supermarket environment affects shopping behaviour. The aim is to support researchers by summing up the current state of knowledge and identifying shortcomings and indulgences in future
research. The study has shown that environmental indications (Music, Fragrance, etc.) affect the consumer’s emotional status, which in turn causes behavioural changes, both- positive (purchase longer) and negative (purchase less)
approaches?
Julie Baker, Dhruv Grewal A. Parasuraman (1994) examined the extent to which combinations of specific elements in the environment of the retail store affect the consumer’s inferences concerning goods and quality of service
and discuss the extent to which such inferences mediate the effect of the retail environment on the image of store.
The results show that environmental and social elements are key to consumer use for their quality inferences within
the store environment.
Renaud Lunardo, Ababacar Mbengue (2013) says that the retail business climate is a powerful marketing tool to
manipulate consumer behaviour for the retailer’s benefit. In this article, the consumers see the shopping environment
as a tool to manipulate the retailer’s use. This article suggests that in a congruent shopping environment consumers
urge retailers to draw conclusions about their manipulation intention and that these inferences have a negative influence on the retailers’ perception of integrity and attitudes towards the environment and retailers. The hypothesis is
confirmed by empiric test result.
Gowrishankkar V (2017) indicates the store setting is designed to enhance the views and feelings of the customers
that affect their buying behaviour. The retail sector is the last stage in the distribution of products or services, where
retailers play an important role as intermediaries between the producers, wholesalers or others suppliers and the final
customers.
Skema, Avenue .W. Brandt (2013) in their report highlights that there are many discussions on the importance of
environmental and climate variables in determining the consumer shopping experience marketing literature. A research field studied in a toy brand flagship store studies the impact on the holistic perception of the storage environment and effective reaction, and the perception of shopping values in physical toy stores(magic, mirror, with
enhanced reality, interactive game terminals) that would have implications for satisfaction and sponsorship. These
results provide an initial analysis of the effect of new technology on physical store’s shopping experiences, confirming that in- store digital technologies as well as widespread consumer behaviours reduce the borders between classical storage atmospheres and electrical atmospherics.
Barry J. Babin, David M. Hardesty, Tracy A. Suter(2003) shows the results described in this article vary with the
three ways in which the customer responds the congruence between environmental stores, market category that reflect common types of stores and important situational reasons for shopping. The blue interior is correlated with
more favourable ratings, slightly higher anticipation, more expectations for shops and higher buying intentions that
oranges in the interiors for fashion focused stores. When the lighting effect in conjunction with colour is taken into
account, the results change dramatically.
Jean-Charles Chebat, Claire Gelinas Chebat, Dominique Vaillant (2001) states that retailers use background
music to enhance the stores atmosphere .The present study show that the effects of music on attitudes to the market,
to the seller and to the customer are moderated by cognitive processes, as expected by the proposed model. However, retailers have been warned that cognitive behaviour will increase when others are cognitive because higher cognitive activity is seen here. The aim is to illustrate the outcome by the music that suits the store.
Francine V. Garlin, Katherine Owen (2006) explores a variety of contexts and discusses experimental evidence
collectively. Concentrate on many dimensions, and use different methods for exploring background music phenom-
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ena in business environments. Consequently, conclusions on the extent to which background music influence customer behaviour can be generalized are difficult. This thesis seeks to synthesize existing research findings so that
they are known in different ways.
Richard F. Yalch, Eric R. Spangenberg (2000) broadens work related by changes in emotional conditions to
shopping behaviour and environmental factors. With time set or variable shoppers were exposed to music varying
according to their familiarity during simulated shopping experiment. In familiar music, longer perceived shopping
times are linked to unmeasured cognitive variables. While product evaluations were influenced by emotional states,
these effects were not directly linked to musical handling.
Charles Dennis, Andrew Newman, et.al (2010) says that it is predictable that these functions work simultaneously
and that a mall customer survey is published. Digital signage has a considerably positive overall effect on approach
actions driven by positive impact and mall experience. As a consequence, the paradigm of mediated massage delivery, which forecasts visual images effective as ambient stimuli, stretches from television to digital signage.
Yalch Richard, Spangenberg Eric (1990) following an analysis of the use of shop music a comparison of the effects of background the foreground music for clothing shopping was performed. Results suggest that playing store
music exclusively to meet the customer’s needs may not be the best approach. Instead, music may differ from one
shop to another- aged consumers.
Robert J. Donovan, John R. Rossiter, et.al, (1994) highlights wider range of shoppers is used, emotions are assessed during the buying experience rather than before or after, and effects on the actual shopping experience are
documented. The study showed that the friendly atmosphere in the shops was a significant predictor of willingness
to spend time and plans to spend more money than was originally planned. The practical importance of retailers is
that the time and money consumed by consumers can be affected by emotional responses induced by the store environment.
L.W. Turley, Ronald E. Milliman, (2000) opines that the effect of environmental or atmospheric effects on the
buyer behaviour, carried out over the years. The tables show that factors in the environment impact a broad array of
customer perceptions and complements. In addition to reviewing the outcomes and findings of this segment of literature, the article concludes with the identification if gaps in literature and proposes possible future themes for research into the atmosphere.
Eric R. Spangenberg, Ayn E. Crowley, et.al, (1996) highlights the impact of an ambient smell in a simulated retail
environment explores the potentially relevant work from environmental psychology and olfaction science. The study
reported describes a disparity from those in an unscented stores environment in perceptions and activities of a fragrant storage area. They provide guidance for retail mangers and service providers on the benefits of perfuming
stores.
Laurette Dube, Jean - Charles Chebat, Sylvie Morin (1995) explored the influence of music- induced enjoyment,
and anticipation on customer wishes to be part of buyer- seller inter-actives. More enjoyment and enthusiast were
associated with greater motivation to become an affiliated participant, more positive effects were had under moderate and low excitement, and around were more strongly influenced by low and high pleasure than moderate leave.
Nur Aina Abdual Jalil, Amily Fikry, Anizah Zainuddin (2015) says that throughout recent years, scholars and
practitioners have gained growing interest throughout store atmospherics that play a significant role in shaping consumers actions. Future research will test research proposals resulting from discussions about the relationship between the dimensions. The paper ends with the implications of the conceptual model for science.

5. A Brief Overview Of Retail Atmospherics And Its Impact
The controllable features of retail space that allow consumers to enter the store, shop and buy are ambient features.
In1973, design atmospherics were first described as a marketing device. All environment components include spectrum such as lighting, ambient sound, product layout and other features. Such features affect the mood of a customer
and improve the shopping probabilities. Store atmospherics plays an important role in defining the market. Store
plays a major role for customers in selecting a particular outlet for purchasing and therefore affects their purchasing
phenomenon for retailers with regard to consumer buying practices.
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Store components are seen as important determinations of purchasing behaviour. In recent years, retail research has
focused on issues such as the shopping environment and various external and domestic factors which affect the
shopping environment for customers. Retailers need to learn how to use the outlet environment and their elements to
achieve market success. By increasing the competition among retail players has enhanced the capacity and diversity
to encourage and empower customers in the outlets.

5.1 Store ambient components:
The store setting comprises the external climate, internal atmosphere and visual merchandising store style. The following are the different elements of the store.
1. INTERNAL ATMOSPHERICS:

2. EXTERNAL ATMOSPHERICS:

a.Lighting
b.Temperature
c.Trail rooms
d.Music
e.Flooring

a.Storefront
b.Entrances
c.Signboard
d.Parking
e.Window display

3.VISUAL MERCHANDISING:

4. STORE LAYOUT:

a.Flooring fixtures
b.Lighting fixtures
c.Theme of window display
d.Promotional signage's

a.Customer traffic flow
b.Front display
c.Floor space
d.Payment counters
e.Department location
Table 1: Retail Atmospherics Elements

5.2 Retail Atmospherics Usage and Functions:
Almost every outlet uses the atmosphere even if it’s subtle. Clothing outlet will be fitted with upholstered chairs and
sofas to provide shopping with a sense of comfort and a comfy place to relax and wait. Loud music and contrasted
lighting are often used by shops aimed at young people. Panera bread and the underground are experts in using the
enticing atmosphere like the scent of the fried bread and encourage purchases. Realtors also use the dimension of the
environment in open houses. Staging enables buyers to view themselves on site using furnishings and the scent of
cookies that are newly baked.

5.3 The major impact of retail Atmospherics: It leads to layout of the room with the place of the clerks and
the counter, average retail space temperature can be maintained, Scent or aromas will inspire the customer, location
of price details or other signs can showcased, Music inspires, calms or stimulates the consumers and decorations
projects the company.

5.4 The impact of Atmospherics on customer buying behaviour:
In this research the design of an environment through visual, communications, lighting, colours as well as music and
fragrance was investigated to stimulate the perception and emotional reaction of the customers. The research work
was performed using purposeful sampling, interview schedules and easy sampling methods.
Everybody feeds into the sight, sound, smell, show, colour, mannequins in a retail shop. Nearly every consumer is
inspired by al-amorous shopping front’s fantasy window models, posters that affect their purchasing habits. Furthermore shop atmospheres emphasize the combination of visual and other sensory elements which captivate customers, who enter shopping, reawaken senses through music, aroma and offer a magnificent buying experience for
customers.
The environment at the store can also be created and used as a promotional tool. Shoppers typically want a pleasant
shopping area to make the shopping experiencing easy to the customer’s. People also use stores to invest, wait, and
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have fun with friends. The store environment distinguishes between a memorable business experience and a memorable purchase.
In the past, consumers just tend to focus on the product qualities, characteristics and functionality. But because of
the advent of information technology, further access and the high level of education activity, consumers not only
want to purchase products and services, they also want to experience the whole purchasing process, including entertainment.

6. Research Methodology
The researcher has applied descriptive research design in order to define a population, condition or phenomenon
accurately and systematically. Experimental research is necessary to determine cause and effect by constructing the
structured questionnaire and subjected the questionnaire to 15 branded retail outlets in India, by visiting the outlets
and interviewing the store manager for data collection. The collected data has been analysed using simple tools such
as averages, percentages and measurement scales and SPSS software one sample t-test were used to arrive at desired
results.

6.1 Research Gap:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Majority of retail atmospherics is practiced by international retailers.
Majority of Indian retailers are not giving focus to the retail atmospherics.
Retail atmospherics majorly increases the sales in Metropolitan cities like Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi, Kolkata, Hyderabad and Bangalore etc.
Retail atmospherics doesn't really increase the inflation among the customers towards the products or increase the sales in the Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities.

6.2 Hypothesis:
A statistical hypothesis is also known as confirmatory data analysis, the hypothesis which can be evaluated on the
basis of observing a mechanism modelled through a series of random variables. Statistical hypothesis testing is a
statistical referencing tool. A null hypothesis is denoted as H0, The zero hypotheses are a general statement or default position that there is no relation or no interaction between groups. Alternative hypothesis is denoted as H1 or
HA, The alternative hypothesis states that the relationship between two variables is statistically significant.






Hypothesis 1 - There is positive effect of retail atmospherics on shopping behavior.
Hypothesis 0 - There is no impact of retail atmospherics on shopping behavior.
Hypothesis 2 - Customers as high expectations towards retail atmospherics for better shopping experience.
Hypothesis 0 - Customers as low expectations towards retail atmospherics for better shopping experience.

7. Data Analysis And Interpretation
7.1 Analysis – One sample T-Test:
Table 2: Size of the building
Observed N
Expected N
Residual
More than 1500 sqft
8
3.0
5.0
More than 1700 sqft
2
3.0
-1.0
Less than 2000 sqft
2
3.0
-1.0
Less than 2000 sqft
1
3.0
-2.0
Others
2
3.0
-1.0
Total
15
Interpretation: According to this observation we can understand that with expected (3.0) and residual (5.0) most of
the outlets building size is more than 1500 sqft.
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Table 3: Colours affect
Observed N
Expected N
9
5.0

Residual
Stay long time in store
4.0
Provide peacefulness to the
5
5.0
.0
customers
All of the above
1
5.0
-4.0
Total
15
Interpretation: According to this observation we can understand that with expected (5.0) and residual (4.0) proves
that retail outlet colour influence consumers to stay longer in store.
Table 4: Surrounding layout
Observed N
Expected N
Residual
Yes
10
7.5
2.5
No
5
7.5
-2.5
Total
15
Interpretation: by this understanding we say that with expected (7.5) and residual (2.5) 60% of the surrounding layouts are convenient for customers and customized according to their flexibility.
Table 5: Signs boards
Observed N
Expected N
Residual
Yes
13
7.5
5.5
No
2
7.5
-5.5
Total
15
Interpretation: According to this table we can say that with expected (7.5) and residual (5.5) 90% of the retail chains
are using sign boards for directing customers.
Table 6: Type of music
Observed N
Expected N
Residual
Classical music
4
5.0
-1.0
Rock music
1
5.0
-4.0
Company F.M
10
5.0
5.0
Total
15
Interpretation: According to this table we can understand that with expected (7.5) and residual (5.0) most of the outlets prefer company FM as a type of music in outlet and few of them also uses classical music.
Table 7: Type of perfume
Observed N
Expected N
Residual
8
5.0
3.0
2
5.0
-3.0
5
5.0
.0
15
Interpretation: According to this table we can observe that with expected (5.0) and residual (3.0) most of them are
fond of lavender perfume to be used in retail ambience for better experience.
Lavender
Rose
Others
Total

Yes
No
Total

Table 8: Trial room facility
Observed N
Expected N
6
7.5
9
7.5
15
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Interpretation: According to this table we can observe that with expected (7.5) and residual (1.5) trail room facility is
given by 6 outlets whereas others are yet to provide that facility.
Table 9: Lift facility
Observed N
Expected N
Residual
Yes
3
7.5
-4.5
N0
12
7.5
4.5
Total
15
Interpretation: By seeing this above table we can understand that with expected (7.5) and residual (4.5) 70% of the
outlets have not provided lift facility for the customers.

7.2 Conceptual Model Indicating the Influence of Retail Atmospherics on the Consumption Patterns of Consumers:

Figure 3: Conceptual model of retail atmospherics

7.3 One Sample T-TestAlternative hypothesis 1 – If the significant value is below 0.05 than the hypothesis will be accepted. Here since the
significant value is 0 which is less than 0.05 it is proved that there is a positive impact of retail atmospherics on consumer buying behavior.
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Alternative hypothesis 2 - If the significant value is below 0.05 than the hypothesis will be accepted. Here since the
significant value is 0 which is less than 0.05 it is proved that customers’ expectations towards retail atmospherics is
very high in turn it influences there buying behavior.
One-Sample Test
Test Value = 0
95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference

Mean Differt
Influence of atmospherics

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

ence

Lower

Upper

37.041

14

.000

4.66667

4.3964

4.9369

size of the building

6.081

14

.000

1.80000

1.1651

2.4349

colors affect on customers

8.876

14

.000

1.46667

1.1123

1.8211

height of the building

12.160

14

.000

2.60000

2.1414

3.0586

surrounding layout

10.583

14

.000

1.33333

1.0631

1.6036

Signs boards

12.475

14

.000

1.13333

.9385

1.3282

10.212

14

.000

2.40000

1.8959

2.9041

10.717

14

.000

1.26667

1.0132

1.5202

7.407

14

.000

1.80000

1.2788

2.3212

7.746

14

.000

2.00000

1.4462

2.5538

8.806

14

.000

2.40000

1.8154

2.9846

12.435

14

.000

1.80000

1.4895

2.1105

Lobby facility

10.583

14

.000

1.33333

1.0631

1.6036

Trial room facility

12.220

14

.000

1.60000

1.3192

1.8808

Lift facility

16.837

14

.000

1.80000

1.5707

2.0293

Uniform for the employees

16.000

14

.000

1.06667

.9237

1.2097

11.504

14

.000

3.26667

2.6576

3.8757

14.666

14

.000

1.73333

1.4798

1.9868

12.435

14

.000

1.80000

1.4895

2.1105

11.000

14

.000

1.46667

1.1807

1.7526

12.475

14

.000

1.13333

.9385

1.3282

type of Music is played in
the store
Temperature of store?
type of Perfume is used to
attract the customers
cash counter are there in
the retail outlet
arrangement of the products in the store
Retaining managing staff in
peak season

Methods of satisfying customers
Employee behaviour towards customers
Space availability inside
store
Trolley facility
Public transportation accessibility

Table 10: One sample t-test result analysis
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SUMMARY OF THE OVERALL TABULATED TABLES: The tabulated data analysis clearly states that retail
atmospherics like colour, space, music, ambience, perfume, facilities like trail room, restroom, parking, kids lounge,
trolleys, sign boards, public transportation nearby, hygiene, cleanliness and friendly/knowledgeable employee in the
retail outlet is going to enhance the overall customer experience in the outlet and attract more number of customers
and definitely there is a relationship between retail atmospherics and consumer buying behaviour because where
ever the facilities are lacking we have seen that customer footfalls and time spent in that outlet or loyalty is less
when compared to place where all the facilities are provided.

Fig 3: Test Statistics – Impact of Retail Atmospherics

Output of Test Statistics:



0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 5.0.
0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 7.5.

Conclusion for Hypothesis testing:
1.
2.

The value is less than 0.05 so the alternative hypothesis is accepted. By this we can conclude that there is
positive effect of retail atmospherics on shopping behavior.
The value is less than 0.05 so the alternative hypothesis is accepted. By this understanding we can conclude
that the customers have high expectations towards retail atmospherics for better shopping experience.

8. Comparative Analysis And Findings Of Retail Atmospherics In Branded Retail
Outlets:Based on comparative analysis it is found that every retail outlets have implemented dress code which is a very
good sign where they will have formal attire and it will have better impact on customers. Almost every retail
outlets have used same colour scheme except Patanjali store and more store i.e. they use branded colour. Also
they are providing different types of discounts like coupons, 50% discounts, by one get one offers etc. to their
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customers. Only in jewellery retail outlets like Malabar gold and diamonds, Kalyan jewellers, Tanishq jewellers
and Khazana jewellery lobby facility for their customers are provided. This will create a better impact on customers. Whereas Max fashion and Reliance trend are unique in assortment of products with free flow plan and
Right flow plan, Bata store is using different form of advertisement activities to attract their customers; Vishal
mega mart is providing wide varieties of products in cheap and best quality. Majority of retail stores are using
same strategies and same kind of promotional activities to attract their customers like providing discounts on
festival Seasons and 50% off on products purchased, coupon and voucher on purchasing certain limit.
In this comparison we could also see that every retail outlet is maintaining good hygiene &cleanness in the
stores, 95% of them have provided uniforms to their staff members, they are also using window display with attractive postures kiosks in order to attract the customers. We could see that every store is unique in conducting
the promotional activities like More store will do the promotional Activities based on the quality of the products
and services they provide, The Biba store will do their promotional activities related to Ethic wear, And Patanjali Store will do their Promotional activities like they are providing 100% natural products etc. Few limitation
were found which needs to be improved are majority of retail outlets are not providing Auro drinking water facilities to their customers, 80% of the outlets are not providing lift facility and 40-50% of them are not providing trail room facilities. Also no Retail outlets are providing kids zone facilities for the customer’s better shopping experience.

9. Suggestions
In most of retail outlets at India they are not providing lobby facilities. If they provide lobby facilities it will be
helpful to their customer’s to stay longer in the store. Instead of using same strategies they can think differently
like using different type of lighting, colour scheme, offers, loyalty building strategy, unique designs, and theme
based outlets and outfits etc. Retailers should increase promotional activities like sales promotion, publicity,
public relation etc. By providing extra discounts coupons and discount in making charges may help to retain the
customers. Staff must be trained well for maintaining good relationship with customer’s without showing their
frustration on customer in case the customers are trying to explore various collections.
Maintaining organized parking facility is mandatory for good customer experience. Also it is good to provide
free carry bags for the customers who are purchasing the products. By providing games facilities it would be
more attractive for children’s and parents can have better shopping experience which is obstacle free and can attract more young customers. If all retail stores provide drinking water facility it would help the customer’s to
stay long time in the store and purchase the products and it will create a homely environment and ultimately it is
proved that better ambience and retail atmospherics will have better impact on the customers, sales, brand image etc.

10. Conclusion
Research carried on “A Comparative Analysis of Retail Atmospherics of Few Selected Branded Retailers at India”
theme has been an excellent experience which has proved that the design, atmospherics, ambience, music, colour,
location, temperature, window display, parking, flooring, fragrances like elements will have a greater impact on the
brand image, brand loyalty, customer experience, positive word-of-mouth, better sales and profits, reputation in the
market, more footfalls in the outlet and these are the major environmental factor affecting the actions of the consumer buying aspects. We could also see that retail atmospherics played a big role in national and international outlet
scenario with better returns and better future growth in a long run. Retail atmospherics are appreciated in a big way
both in tier 1 and tier 2 cities across India; here customers are getting attracted due to the atmospherics, ambience
and branded purchases with reasonable cost within their budget and they can still showcase their aesthetics lifestyle
aspects among the social group which is also a status symbol for today’s customers.
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